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About us
1. How NileSwap was born
NileSwap was originally founded as AnubisCoin, a small team of community
members with various technical and non-technical backgrounds.
AnubisCoin was used as a utility coin with a primary focus on bringing new
investors to the Hathor Network whilst offering a personal and user-friendly
feel that rewards participation.
After many use case discussions, the team opted to align to Hathor
Networks key areas of development. NileSwap’s primary goal is to be the
leading marketplace on Hathor Network for NFT’s.
Once NileSwap launched in open Beta the team decided to migrate away
from the AnubisCoin brand in December 2021, fully focusing on all things
NileSwap.
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2. The strategy
The team currently believes that roadmaps can offer
distractions and add unnecessary pressure in an ever
changing and dynamic marketplace like Cryptocurrency.
We have favoured the little and often approach when it
comes to rolling out NileSwap updates, rather than the
community having to wait. We can constantly and efficiently
update NileSwap without having to adhere to stricter
Roadmaps.

Note: a confirmed release date for Nanos on the Hathor
Roadmap for NileSwap might become more feasible.

Community links
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3. What is NileSwap?
NileSwap is an open NFT marketplace for users to publish their respective
art, by enabling options for buying and selling NFTs with potential integration
of bidding, making offers and royalties based option for creators
Upon completion of purchase, you can resell or withdraw NFTs to your
wallet. NileSwap Marketplace is currently centralised. Our goal is to make
NileSwap decentralized, but we are dependent on the functionality that Nano
Contracts provide.
NileSwap are not responsible for the copyright of artwork published through
their platform by users or third parties. All online publications and listings on
NileSwap's platform will be done so in accordance with the ethical standards
policy. Any listings that are in breach the code of ethics will be removed and
this may result in loss of earnings.

3.1 - NileSwap LaunchPad
The NileSwap Launchpad is available to any NFT project on Hathor Network
that plans to launch larger NFT collections pending background checks and
approval.
The LaunchPad fills the gap in infrastructure that some projects may have;
from minting NFT’s, creating metadata, to a fully managed point of sale
system. Any projects using the LaunchPad will not have to worry about
transactions or network congestion.
Tailor made packages to help launch your project are also available upon
request.
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3.2 NileSwap Token
NileSwap Token will be used as NileSwap's official utility token.
The first and most important use of $NST will be to provide rewards to our
Anubian holders.
Secondly $NST will be used to distribute rewards to our users who hold a
minimum amount of $NST in their NileSwap wallet.

3.2.1 - $NST Tokenomics
The maximum Supply of NileSwap Token will be 1 million tokens. In the
effort to avoid a large pre-mine scenario with a premature use case and a
community that is still growing in size, the quantity of minted tokens will be
proportional to growth.
At the time of each token generation, the NileSwap team will let the
community know how much is being generated and the reason for minting.
Fig.1 below shows the ratio of distribution.
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3.2 NileSwap Token
3.2.2 - Rewards for Anubians holders
This allocation is to be airdropped to holders of our Anubians NFT collection.
The initial Airdrop will be 25% of the total $NST divided by each Anubian
NFT.
Fig.2 shows the distribution timeline
Distribution will take place at the end of the last month of each quarter

The initial as well as all future Airdrops will be available to all wallets holding
Anubians.

NOTE: Any decision to change the purpose of
the allocation will be put up for a core team vote
and published within the community.
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3.2 NileSwap Token
3.2.3 - Development and Marketing
Development and Marketing has been allocated 20% of overall supply.
The 20% will be used to facilitate the future growth of NileSwap.
A portion of this will be allocated to NileSwap itself, these funds will cover
server costs, future development and marketing campaigns.

3.2.4 - Core Team Allocation
The Core Team Allocation is 20% of the total supply and will be rewarded on
a quarterly basis over the course of two years.
The allocation will be dependent on the employed development team at the
time of Airdrop, meaning that if a core team member decides to leave
NileSwap they will not qualify for any subsequent allocations.

3.2.5 - Liquidity
We aim to use 10% of the $NST total supply to provide liquidity for
HathorSwap and future exchange listings when the opportunity presents
itself.

by
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3.2 NileSwap Token
3.2.6 - Community Giveaways
Community Giveaways represent 5% of the total supply and has already
been distributed to an extent. This is continuously done via engagement in
our social channels such as Twitter, Telegram and Discord.

3.2.7 - Marketplace User Rewards
NileSwap Token holders will be rewarded with 10% of the revenue from the
marketplace, this will be paid in $NST every month.
To qualify NileSwap users must hold a minimum of 100 $NST in their NileSwap
wallet, not the Hathor Network wallet.
The more $NST held in the account the bigger the portion of the 10%
distribution the account will receive.
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